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A graph is murky if neither the graph nor its complement contains a chordless 
cycle with five vertices or a chordless path with six vertices. A star cutset in a graph 
G is a set C of vertices, such that G - C is disconnected, and such that some vertex 
in C is adjacent to all remaining vertices in C. A graph is called unbreakable if it 
has more than two vertices and if neither the graph nor its complement has a star 
cutset. The main result is a proof that murky graphs are perfect. A characterization 
of unbreakable murky graphs is also presented. ? 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE MAIN RESULT 
Claude Berge [B] defined a graph G to be perfect if, for each induced 
subgraph H of G, the chomatic number of H equals the size of the largest 
clique of H. The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture (or SPGC), posed by 
Berge in 1960 [BC], states that a graph is perfect if and only if neither the 
graph nor its complement contains an odd chordless cycle with live or 
more vertices. Let C, represent the chordless cycle with n vertices, and P, 
the chordless path with n vertices. We call a graph Berge if neither the 
graph nor its complement contains C, as an induced subgraph, for n odd 
and n 2 5. A concise restatement of the SPGC is “a graph is perfect if and 
only if it is Berge.” 
In light of the SPGC, it is of interest to find classes of Berge graphs and 
check whether all graphs in such classes are perfect. For example, consider 
a graph that contains no P, as induced subgraph; such a graph is called 
P,-free. Let G represent the complement of the graph G. Since P, is self- 
complementary, it follows that for n 2 5, both C, and e,, contain P, as an 
induced subgraph; hence, P,-free graphs are Berge. The following theorem 
is due to Seinsche [S] : 
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THEOREM 1.1. If a P4-free graph has more than one vertex, then either 
the graph or its complement is disconnected. 
A graph is minimal imperfect if it is imperfect yet all of its proper induced 
subgraphs are perfect. Since neither a minimal imperfect graph nor its com- 
plement can be disconnected, Seinsche’s theorem leads to a proof that 
P,-free graphs are perfect. 
In this paper we introduce a new class of Berge graphs, namely murky 
graphs, and prove that murky graphs are perfect. A graph is murky if it 
contains neither C5, P,, nor P, as an induced subgraph. As the class of 
murky graphs contains the class of P,-free graphs, in attempting to prove 
that murky graphs are perfect it is natural to begin by considering forbid- 
den properties of minimal imperfect graphs that generalize the property 
that a graph or its complement is disconnected. 
Throughout this paper we shall use the term sees as a synonym for 
adjacency; thus the phrase “x sees y” is equivalent to “x is adjacent to y.” 
A homogeneous set in a graph G is a proper subset H of (at least two) of 
the vertices of G, such that every vertex in G - H sees either all or none of 
the vertices of H. A result due to Lo&z implies the following (see 
Theorem 1 in [L] ). 
THEOREM 1.2. A minimal imperfect graph cannot have a homogeneous 
set. 
A singleton is a component of a graph that consists of a single vertex; a 
big component is a component with two or more vertices. Note that the ver- 
tices of any big component of a disconnected graph form a homogeneous 
set. Starting with this observation, and using Seinsche’s theorem, it is not 
difficult to show that every P,-free graph with more than two vertices has 
a homogeneous set. One generalization of a homogeneous set is a star 
cutset, that is, a set C of vertices of a graph G, such that G - C is discon- 
nected, and such that some vertex in C is adjacent to all remaining vertices 
in C. (It is not difficult to show that if a graph has a homogeneous set then 
it has a star cutset; details are in [Cl). A graph is called unbreakable if it 
has more than two vertices and if neither the graph nor its complement has 
a star cutset. The definitions “star cutset” and “unbreakable graph” were 
introduced by Chvatal [Cl, who proved the following: 
THEOREM 1.3 (The Star Cutset Theorem). Every minimal imperfect 
graph is unbreakable. 
What do unbreakable graphs have to do with murky graphs? A class H 
of graphs is called hereditary if every induced subgraph of a graph in H is 
in H. Since minimal imperfect graphs are unbreakable, to prove that the 
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graphs in some hereditary class C are perfect, we only need prove that the 
unbreakable graphs in C are perfect. Clearly murky graphs are hereditary; 
thus to prove that murky graphs are perfect we need only prove that 
unbreakable murky graphs are perfect. 
Do we know a priori that there are any unbreakable murky graphs? It 
is a routine exercise to show that for n 2 5, both C, and c,, are 
unbreakable. In fact, if a graph is unbreakable, then for some n > 5 the 
graph must contain C, or C,, as an induced subgraph; see [H]. Thus there 
are at least two unbreakable murky graphs: C, and C,. Furthermore, every 
unbreakable murky graph must contain C6 or C6 as an induced subgraph. 
Since for n 2 7 neither C, nor C,, is murky, one might expect that there are 
only finitely many unbreakable murky graphs. It turns out that this is not 
the case; however, there is at least a concise description of unbreakable 
murky graphs. 
The fine graph L(G) of a graph G is the graph whose vertices correspond 
to the edges of G, such that two vertices of L(G) are adjacent if and only 
if the corresponding edges of G share a vertex. K3, 3 is the graph with six 
vertices whose complement consists of two disjoint triangles. K3, 3 - e is the 
graph obtained by removing any edge from K3, 3. We let L, and L, denote 
the line graphs of K3. 3 - e and K,. 3, respectively. Drawings of L, and L, 
are shown in Fig. 1. 
There are two kinds of unbreakable murky graphs: those that contain L8 
as an induced subgraph, and those that do not. Let U be an unbreakable 
murky graph. If U contains L, as an induced subgraph, then U is either L, 
FIG. 1. L, (bottom) and 15, (top). 
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or L,. If U does not contain L, as an induced subgraph, then U can be 
constructed by taking two copies of a P,-free graph, and adding a specified 
set of edges between the two copies. The following is a formal definition of 
such graphs, which we call “mirror graphs.” 
Define a mirror partition [R, S] of a graph G to be a partition of the 
vertices into sets R = { rl, . . . . rt} and S = (sr , . . . . s,} such that 
(1) G, and G, are P,-free, and 
(2) ri sees ri if and only if si sees sj if and only if ri misses s, if and 
only if sj misses r,j, for 1 < i < j < t. 
(Note that G, and G, are isomorphic.) 
Any graph that has a mirror partition is called a mirror graph. With 
respect to a mirror partition [R, S] of a mirror graph, a pair of corre- 
sponding vertices {r,, s,} is a couple, and rj is the mate of sj (and vice 
versa). Note that in a mirror graph the vertices of a couple may or may not 
be adjacent. A mirror graph is shown in Fig. 2. 
Lovasz calls vertices x and y in a graph G twins if every vertex in 
G - {x, y ) sees both or neither of {x, y}; he proved that a minimal imper- 
fect graph does not have twins [L]. Olariu calls vertices u and o in a graph 
G anti-twins if every vertex in G- (u, u} sees exactly one of {u, u}; he 
proved that a minimal imperfect graph does not have anti-twins [O]. 
Burlet and Uhry (see Lemma 5 in [BU] ) observed that every P,-free 
graph with at least two vertices has twins. (We use this fact in the proof 
of the following proposition, and frequently throughout the paper.) We 
prove a similar result for mirror graphs. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let F be an induced subgraph of a mirror graph G. rf 
F has at least two vertices then F contains twins or anti-twins. 
FIG. 2. A mirror graph. 
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Proof: Let [R, S] be a mirror partition of G. Define 
A= {i:riEF}, B={j:s,EF}. 
If some k belongs to A n B then rk, sk are anti-twins in F. Hence we may 
assume that A n B= /2/. Now let F* be the graph induced by all rk with 
keA u B; let ri, rj be twins in F*. If is A, j~,4 (or in B, DEB) then ri, r, 
(or si, sj) are twins in F, if in A, Jo B (or in B, Jo A) then ri, sj (or si, ri) 
are anti-twins in F. 1 
The main results of this paper are summarized by the following two 
theorems. The proof of Theorem 1.5 takes up most of the rest of the paper. 
The proof of Theorem 1.6 follows almost immediately from Theorem 1.5 
and is presented below. 
THEOREM 1.5. Zf G is an unbreakable murky graph, then G is L8, L,, or 
a mirror graph. 
THEOREM 1.6. Murky graphs are perfect. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. By the Star Cutset Theorem and the fact that 
murky graphs satisfy the hereditary property, we need only prove that 
unbreakable murky graphs are perfect; by Theorem 1.5 we need only prove 
that L,, L, and mirror graphs are perfect. It is a routine exercise to check 
that L, and L, are perfect (actually, all line graphs of bipartite graphs are 
perfect: this follows from a theorem due to Konig [K] concerning the 
edge-chromatic number of a bipartite graph). That mirror graphs are per- 
fect follows from Proposition 1.4 and the fact that a minimal imperfect 
graph contains neither twins nor anti-twins. 1 
The proof of Theorem 1.5, which appears at the end of Section 3, is 
preceded by several intermediate results: Section 2 and 3 contain lemmas 
concerning properties of unbreakable mirror graphs. As a postscript, in 
Section 4 we present a theorem which extends Theorem 1.5 to a charac- 
terization of unbreakable murky graphs. 
In some of the proofs it will be left to the reader to verify statements that 
can be checked by routine case analysis. For a more detailed version of this 
paper, see [H3]. 
2. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF UNBREAKABLE MIRROR GRAPHS 
In this section we prove several lemmas concerning unbreakable murky 
graphs. As almost every result in this section is concerned with graphs 
which contain or do not contain other graphs as induced subgraphs, the 
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following abbreviation will be adopted: we shall say that a graph contains 
some other graph if the latter is an induced subgraph of the former. 
Similarly, a graph properly contains some other graph if the latter is a 
proper induced subgraph of the former. 
The definition of “twins” is extended as follows: given vertices x and y 
and a subset H of the vertices of G, the vertices x and y are called twins 
with respect to H if x and y see exactly the same set of vertices of 
H n (G - {x, y }). Given a vertex u and a subset X of the vertices of a 
graph, we say that v is (respectively) null, partial, or universal on X if v sees 
(respectively) none, some but not all, or all, of the vertices of X. 
LEMMA 2.1. If an unbreakable murky graph contains L,, then it is either 
L, or L,. 
Before proving the lemma, we present two claims. The first states how a 
vertex can attach to L, in a murky graph; the second is a similar statement, 
but with the added hypothesis that the graph is unbreakable. 
The proof of the first claim is a routine exercise. 
CLAIM 2.2. Let X be a subset of the vertices of a murky graph G such 
that X induces L,, and such that some vertex v of G-X is partial on X. 
Then either there is some vertex u in X such that u and v are twins with 
respect to X, or else X + v induces Lg. 
CLAIM 2.3. Let X be a subset of the vertices of an unbreakable murky 
graph G such that X induces L,. Then there is no vertex v in G - X such that 
v is a twin with respect to X of some vertex of X. 
Proof of Claim 2.3. Assume the contrary: there is a vertex u in X such 
that the set S of all twins of u with respect to X (including u itself) has size 
at least two. Without loss of generality, we may assume that u = 1 (all 
other cases reduce to this one by rotation and complementation). Note 
that S includes no vertices of X except 1. Since G is unbreakable, S is not 
a homogeneous set in G. Hence some vertex v outside S sees some a in S 
and misses some b in S; trivially, v $ X. Let A and B denote the subgraphs 
of G induced by X + a - 1 and X + b - 1, respectively. Note that v must be 
partial on X (else v would have precisely one neighbour in A or precisely 
seven neighbours in B, contradicting Claim 2.2) and that X+ v does not 
induce L, (else v would contradict Claim 2.2 with A in place of X). By 
Claim 2.2, v must be a twin with respect to X of some MI in X; since v 4 S, 
we have uf# 1; now symmetry (swapping 5 with 8, 2 with 4, and 6 with 7) 
allows us to assume that w  is one of 2, 3, 5, 6. If w  = 3 or w  = 6 then v con- 
tradicts Claim 2.2 with A in place of X; if u’= 2 or u’= 5, then v contradicts 
Claim 2.2 with B in place of X. 1 
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Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let X be a proper subset of the vertices of an 
unbreakable murky graph G such that X induces L8. Since G is 
unbreakable, X is not a homogeneous set of G, and therefore some vertex 
u of G - X is partial on X. Let Y = X+ u. Claim 2.2 and Claim 2.3 imply 
that Y induces L,. Now we need only show that there are no vertices in 
G- Y. Assume the contrary; then there is some vertex w  in G- Y that is 
partial on Y. But then it is possible to delete some vertex u of Y so that w  
sees either at most three or at least five vertices of Y - u. But Y - u induces 
L8, and since w  does not see exactly four vertices of Y - u, Y + w  - u does 
not induce L,. Now either Claim 2.2 or Claim 2.3 is contradicted. 1 
Let L be the class of murky unbreakable graphs that contain L8 as an 
induced subgraph and A4 the class of all other unbreakable murky graphs. 
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that L contains at most two graphs, namely L8 
and L,. (We have not yet determined whether L, and L, are in L. In fact, 
they are. However, since it is not necessary to establish this in order to 
prove Theorem 1.5, we postpone this task until Section 4.) 
We now turn our attention to M. By definition, no graph in M contains 












FIG. 4. L, 
class A4 is even more restricted. We define L, to be the graph obtained by 
removing any vertex of degree four from L,. 
LEMMA 2.4. No graph in M contains L,. 
Proof Let G be a graph in M. Argue by contradiction; suppose that X 
is a set of vertices such that G, is L,, labelled as in Fig. 4. (The graph in 
Fig. 4 can be obtained from the graph in Fig. 3 by removing vertex 1.) 
Since G is unbreakable, there must be some path from 5 to 8, none of 
whose vertices is 3 or sees 3. Consider any shortest such path P. Since G 
is murky, P contains at most three interior vertices. 
Case 1. P does not contain exactly one interior vertex. Suppose it did; 
label the interior vertex 1, so that P= 518. Note that 1 misses at least one 
of 2, 4, 6, 7 (to avoid a P, on 137245); assume without loss of generality 
that 1 misses 7. Now 1 sees 4 (to avoid a Cs on 15748), and 1 misses 6 (to 
avoid a Cs on 16375), and so 1 sees 2 (to avoid a Cs on 18625). But then 
( 1, . . . . 8 } induces L,, contradiction. 
Case 2. P does not contain exactly two interior vertices. Suppose it did; 
label the vertices 0 and 1 so that P = 5018. Then 0 sees 7 (suppose not: 
then (if 0 sees 6) 05736 is a Cs or (if 0 misses 6) 057368 is a P6). By sym- 
metry, 0 sees 2, 1 sees 4, and 1 sees 6. Now, 0 misses 4 (to avoid a P, on 
035427). By symmetry, 0 misses 6, 1 misses 2, and 1 misses 7. But then 
02341 is a C,, contradiction. 
Case 3. P does not contain exactly three interior vertices. Suppose it did; 
label the vertices 9, 0, 1 so that P= 59018. Arguing as in Case 2, vertex 9 
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sees 7 and 2 but misses 4 and 6, vertex 1 sees 4 and 6 but misses 7 and 2. 
Now the graph induced by {9,7,4, 1,6,2,3} is isomorphic to that induced 
by (2, . . . . 8); furthermore, 0 sees 9 and 1 but misses 3. Therefore, By 
Case 1, (9, 7, 4, 1, 6, 2, 3, O> induces L,, contradiction. 1 
The next lemma is of the following form: if a graph G in M properly 
contains a certain subgraph S, then a certain subgraph T of G properly 
contains S. In this case, S = P, and T= Cg. Later, we present another 
lemma of this form. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a graph in M. Then every P, in G is contained in 
a C6. 
Proof. We will call a P5 bad if it is not contained in a C,. We begin 
with a simple observation. 
If abcde is a bad P, in G, and some vertex f sees a 
but not c, then f sees b. (*) 
Define a bypass of a P, abcde to be a chordless path P from a to e, such 
that every interior vertex of P misses c. Note that in an unbreakable graph, 
every P5 abcde has a bypass (otherwise, c is in some star cutset that 
separates a and e); we will use this fact repeatedly in the proof. Define the 
index of a P, (in an unbreakable graph) to be the number of interior ver- 
tices in a shortest bypass. Note that in a murky graph, the index of a P, 
is at most three. 
Let G be a graph in M. To prove the lemma, we will show that there is 
no bad P, in G; we do this by showing that there is no bad P, with index 
one, two, or three. 
Case 1. No bad P, has index one. Assume the contrary: let 12345 be a 
bad P5, with bypass P = 165. By (*), 6 sees 2 and 4. The graph induced by 
{ 1, . . . . 6) is shown in Fig. 5.1. Now, 63142 is a P, in G; furthermore, it is 
a bad P, of G. (Assume the contrary: then there is a vertex 7 that sees 
3, 1,4 but misses 2, 6 in G. If 7 sees 5 then 73265 is a CS, else (1, . . . . 7) 
induces L,.) Now 63142 must have a bypass in G. It is a routine exercise 
to show Case 1.1, namely that 63142 does not have index one. 
FIGURE 5.1 
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FIGURE 5.2 
Case 1.2. 63142 does not have index two. Assume the contrary: let 
Q = 6782 be a bypass of 63142 in C. It is a routine exercise to show that 
the subgraph of G induced by { 1, . . . . 8) must be the graph in Fig. 5.2, and 
that 71643 must be a bad P,. It is then another routine exercise to verify 
that 71643 cannot have index one, two, or three. 
Case 1.3. 63142 does not have index three. Assume the contrary: let 
Q = 67892 be a bypass of 63142 in G. Thus, by (*), in G vertex 7 sees 1, 
2, 9 but misses 3, 6, 8; vertex 8 sees 1, 2, 6 but misses 7, 9; vertex 9 sees 
1, 6, 7 but misses 2, 4, 8. By (*) with 12345, 9 sees 3. Now it can be 
checked that 8 misses 3, 8 misses 4, 8 misses 5, 9 sees 5, 7 sees 4, and 7 sees 
5. But then removing vertex 6 and relabeling vertices 7, 8, 9 as 6, 7, 8, 
respectively, gives the graph in Fig. 5.2, and we are done by Case 1.2. This 
concludes Case 1.3, and so also Case 1. 
Case 2. No bad P, has index two. Assume the contrary: let 12345 be 
a bad P, with bypass P= 1675. By (*) with 12345, 6 sees 1, 2, 7 but misses 
3, 5; 7 sees 5, 4, 6 but misses 1, 3. Now 7 must see 2; suppose not. By 
Case 1 (with 7 in place of 5), 12347 must extend into a Cs, say 123478. But 
then (*) is contradicted by 12345 and 8. Thus 7 sees 2; by symmetry, 6 sees 
4. The graph induced by ( 1, . . . . 7) is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
Now note that in G 63142 is a bad P,. (Assume the contrary: let 863142 
be a c, in G. Then either 84721 is a C, or 682417 is a P,.) It is a routine 
exercise to show that 63142 does not have index two. 
6 7 
FIGURE 5.3 
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FIGURE 5.4 
Case 2.3. 63142 does not have index three. Assume the contrary: let 
S = 68092 be a bypass of 63142 in G. Thus, using (*) with 63142, in G, 8 
sees 1, 2, 9 but misses 3, 6, 0; 9 sees 1, 6, 8 but misses 2, 4, 0; 0 sees 1, 2, 
6 but misses 8, 9. Now it can be checked that 9 sees 3, 0 misses 3, 0 misses 
4, 8 misses 5, 0 misses 5, 9 sees 5, and 8 sees 4. Now 83149 extends to a 
C6 in G, say 83149x. (Suppose not; in G, 0 sees 8, 9 but misses 1, and so 
83149 is a bad PS with index one, contradicting Case 1.) Then, in G, x 
misses 2 (to avoid a P, on x83142). But in G, x sees 2 but misses 1, 4, 
which contradicts (*) with 63142. This concludes Case 2.3, and also Case 2. 
Case 3. No bad P=, has index three. Assume the contrary: let 12345 be 
a bad P, with bypass P= 16785. Thus 16785 is a chordless path such that 
3 misses 6, 7, 8. Since 12345 has index three, 1 misses 7 and 8, 5 misses 6 
and 7; by (*), 6 sees 2 and 8 sees 4. 
If 6 misses 4 then 62345 is a P5 of index at most two (consider 6785) and 
hence not a bad P,, by Cases 1 and 2; thus there is a Cs of the form 
623459, contradicting the assumption that 12345 has index three (consider 
1695). Hence 6 sees 4; by symmetry, 8 sees 2. The subgraph of G induced 
by { 1, . . . . 8) is shown in Fig. 5.4 (the vertex 7 may or may not see 2, and 
may or may not see 4). 
Now it is a routine exercise to check that 63142 is a bad P, in G. By 
Cases 1 and 2, its index is three. But then we obtain the desired contradic- 
tion by forgetting all about 7 and 8 and following the proof of Case 2.3 
(which does not refer at all to vertex 7 of Fig. 5.3). This concludes the proof 
of Case 3 and Lemma 2.5. 1 
The next lemma is stronger than Lemma 2.4 in that it implies that two 
particular six-vertex induced subgraphs of L, (and their complements) are 
forbidden induced subgraphs of graphs in M. This lemma will be used in 
the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
LEMMA 2.6. If G is a graph in A4, then G does not contain either 
(*I a P, 12345 and a vertex 6 that sees 1, 2, 4, 5 but misses 3, or 
(**) a P, 12345 and a vertex 6 that sees 2, 3 but misses 1, 4, 5. 
ProoJ To prove (*), note that by Lemma 2.5 the P, 24136 must extend 
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to a C,. Thus there is a vertex 7 that sees 1, 3, 4 but misses 2, 6 in G. But 
this is impossible, since if 7 sees 5 then 23756 is a Cg, whereas if 7 misses 
5 then { 1, . . . . 7) induces L,. 
To prove (**), note that by Lemma 2.5 the P, 12345 must extend to a 
C,. Thus there is a vertex 7 that sees 1, 5 but misses 2, 3, 4 in G. But this 
is impossible, since if 7 sees 6 then 34576 is a C,, whereas if 7 misses 6 then 
634571 is a P,. 1 
The following lemma describes restrictions on the ways in which vertices 
of a graph G in A4 can attach to one of two particular seven-vertex 
subgraphs of G. This result will be used in Lemma 2.8, and also in 
Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let X== {ri, ri, r,, s,, sj, s,, v} be a subset of the vertices of 
a graph G in M. 
( 1 A) if G, is the graph in Fig. 6.1 and there are vertices MI,, wj E G - X 
such that wi sees sj, s, but misses rj, rI, v, and wj sees s,, s, but misses r,, 
r,, v, then either wi or wj sees si, sj, s, but misses ri, rj, r,, v. 
(1B) If G, is the graph in Fig, 6.1 and there is a vertex w E G - X such 
that MI sees si, s, but misses rj, rr, v, then w sees s,, s,, s, but misses ri, y,, 
r,, 0. 
FIG. 6. Top figure is 6.1 and bottom is 6.2. 
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(2A) If G, is the graph in Fig. 6.2 and there is a vertex w E G - X such 
that w sees si, s, but misses ri, rt, v, then w sees si, si, s, but misses r,, ri, 
r,, 0. 
(2B) If G, is the graph in Fig. 6.2 and there is a vertex w in G-X 
such that w sees si, s, but misses rJ, rr, v, then w sees si, sj, s, but misses ri, 
ri, rt, 0. 
Proof To prove (lA), assume the contrary. Now wi must see ri (if not, 
then wi must see si to avoid a P, on wis,rivr,si, and we are done) and 
therefore miss si (to avoid a C, on wirivr,sj). By symmetry, wi must see yi 
and miss sj. But then w,wjsir,st is a CS or wisjr,vriwj is a Pg, a contradic- 
tion. 
To prove (lB), note that w  misses ri (to avoid a C, on wr,vr,si) and sees 
sj (to avoid a P, on ws,rjvr,sj). 
To prove (2A), note that w  misses r1 (to avoid a C, on wrivr,si) and sees 
si (to avoid a P, on ws,rjvr,si). 
To prove (2B), note that w  sees sj (to avoid a C, on wsisirjsI) and thus 
misses ri (to avoid a C, on ws,rtvri). 1 
The following lemma describes how certain seven-vertex induced 
subgraphs (of graphs in M) that contain C, extend to other induced 
subgraphs. This lemma will be used as the basis case in the proof of 
Theorem 1.5. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let X= {ri, rj, rt, si, s,, s,, v} be a subset of vertices of a 
graph G in M. 
(1) If G, is the graph in Fig. l.lA, then there is a vertex w in G, such 
that G,, :,,,) is the graph in Fig. 7.1B. 
(2) If G, is the graph in Fig. 7,2A, then there is a vertex w in G, such 
that G,, (,,.) is the graph in Fig. 7.2B. 
(3) If G, is the graph in Fig. 7.3A, then there are vertices w, x, y in 
G, such that G,, i ,,,,. Y,Y) is the graph in Fig. 7.3B. 
(4) If G,- is the graph in Fig. 7.4A, then there are vertices w, x, y in 
G, such that Gxut..,,,,.) is the graph in Fig. 7.4B, Fig. 7.4C, or 7.4D. 
Before proving the lemma, we present a claim which will be used in two 
of the four cases of the proof. Throughout the claim, (*) and (**) refer 
back to Lemma 2.6. 
CLAIM 2.9. Let 123456 be a C, ip a graph G in M, and let 7 be a vertex 
of G that sees 2, 6 but not 3, 4, 5 (7 may or may not see 1). Then there is 
a vertex 8 in G that sees 1, 3, 5 but not 2, 6, 7 (8 may or may not see 4). 
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Proof of Claim 2.9. Since G is unbreakable, there must be a path from 
1 to 3, none of whose vertices sees 7. Let P be any shortest such path. Note 
that P is chordless. 
Case 1. P has exactly one interior vertex. Let P= 183. It is routine to 
check that 8 misses 2, misses 6, and sees 5. 
Case 2. P has exactly two interior vertices. Let P= lxy3. If x sees 5, 
then we are in Case 1: switch 2 with 6 and 3 with 5. Hence we may assume 
that x misses 5. Then x must see 6 (if not, x 1654 is a C, or x 16543 is a 
P6). Thus x must see 2 (else x with 56123 contradicts (**)). 
If x sees 4 then, by (1) (whose proof does not use this Claim) with ver- 
tices 123456x, some vertex 8 sees 1, 3, 4, 5 and misses 2, 6, x; note that 8 
misses 7 (to avoid a CS on 872x 4). 
Hence we may assume that x misses 4. Applying the argument of Case 1 
with x in place of 1 and with y in place of 8, we conclude that y sees X, 
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3, 5 and misses 2, 6, 7. Now by (1) with y in place of 4 and with x in place 
of 7, some vertex 8 sees 1, 3, y, 5 and does not see 2, 6, x; note that 8 
misses 7 (to avoid a C, on 876~~). 
Case 3. P has exactly three interior vertices. Let P = l.uyz 3. As in 
Case 2, we may assume that x misses 5, sees 6, sees 2, and misses 4. By 
Case 2, there is a vertex w  that sees x, 3, 5 and not 2, 6, 7. If w  sees 1, then 
we may set 8 = W; hence we may assume that w  misses 1. By (1) with w  in 
place of 4 and with x in place of 7, some vertex 8 sees 1, 3, W, 5 and misses 
2, 6, X; note that 8 misses 7 (to avoid a C, on 876~~). This concludes the 
proof of Claim 2.9. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.8. To prove (l), by Lemma 2.5 the P, T~Y,S,S,D must 
extend to a Ch; hence some vertex w  sees s,, sj, r, but misses ri, u. Then 
w  does not see rj (else wr,urp, is a C,) and w  sees si (else ws,rjsirr is a C,). 
Thus (1) is proved. 
To prove (2), by Lemma 2.5 the P, s,rivr,si must extend to a C,; thus 
there is a vertex wj that sees sI, si but misses ri, rr, u. Similarly, the P, 
s,rjur,sj must extend to a C,; thus there is a vertex wi that sees sI, sj but 
misses rrr rj, U. Now, by (1A) of Lemma 2.7, it follows that either wi or w, 
is the desired vertex w. 
To prove (3), by Claim 2.9 (with vertex o and the C6 strisjr,s,rj in place 
of 7 and the C, 123456, respectively) there is a vertex x that sees sI, s,, si 
but misses ri, rj, u. Similarly, (by Claim 2.9 with vertex s, and the C6 
urisjrtsirj) there is a vertex y that sees u, sj, si but misses ri, r,, s,. Next, 
(by Claim 2.9 with vertex x and the C, r,sirjuris,) there is a vertex w  that 
sees ri, r,, r, and misses X, sj, si. Now it can be checked that x misses y, 
x sees rt, y sees r,, w sees s,, w misses y, and w  sees v. Thus (3) is proved. 
To prove (4), argue as in the beginning of the proof of (3): there are ver- 
tices x, y such that vertex x sees s,, s,, si but misses ri, rj, v, and vertex y 
sees v, sj, si but misses rr, rj, s,. Note that x sees y (to avoid a C, on 
s,uysix). There are three cases to consider. 
Case 1. r, misses x. Applying Claim 2.9 to the C, r,sirjvrisj and to 
vertex x, we find a vertex w  that sees ri, rt, rj but misses x, sj, sj. Now it 
can be checked that w  misses s,, w  misses y, y sees rt, w sees v, and the 
graph induced by {s,, ri, sj, rr, si, rj, u, x, y, w} is that shown in Fig. 7.4B. 
Case 2. r, misses y. Applying Claim 2.9 to the C, r,sir,s,risj and to 
vertex y, we find a vertex w  that sees ri, r,, r, but misses sj, sj, y. Now it 
can be checked that w  misses v, w  misses x, x sees r,, w sees s,, and the 
graph induced by { s,, rr, sj, r,, sj, r,, u, x, y, w} is that shown in Fig. 7.4C. 
Case 3. r, sees x and y. Applying (2) to the C‘6 on sjvxri ys, and to 
vertex r, we find a vertex w  that sees (in G) So, ri, r(, u and does not see 
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sj, x, y. Now it can be checked that w  misses si, w  sees r,, and the graph 
induced by {sI, ri, sj, rt, si, rj, u, X, y, na} is that shown in Fig. 7.4D. This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 2.8. 1 
3. STRONG MIRROR GRAPHS 
It is easier to prove Theorem 1.5 by dealing only with a certain subclass 
of mirror graphs that includes all unbreakable mirror graphs, rather than 
by dealing with all mirror graphs. This subclass is the class of “strong 
mirror graphs”; we present a formal definition shortly. It turns out that a 
mirror graph is unbreakable if and only if it is a strong mirror graph. As 
we did with L, and L,, we will postpone the proof of unbreakability, i.e., 
the “if’ part of the previous statement, until Section 4. 
We shall say that a P,-free graph G is strong unless (and only unless) G 
or G has precisely two components and one of these components is a 
singleton. The following lemma is a useful tool for working with strong 
P,-free graphs. The graph 2K, referred to in the lemma is the graph with 
two components, each of which is a single edge. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a strong P,-free graph with at least four vertices 
such that neither G nor C? is 2K,. Then G contains twins x, y such that G - x 
and G - y are strong P,-free graphs. Furthermore, if G has an isolated vertex 
z, then we can choose x, y both distinct from 2. 
Proof. First, let us prove only that G contains twins c, d such that both 
G-c and G-d are strong P,-free graphs. Let a, b be twins in G. Since 
G-a and G - b are isomorphic, we may assume that G - a is not strong 
(otherwise we are done by setting c = a, d= 6). Replacing G by G if 
necessary, we may assume that G-a has precisely two components and 
that one of them is a singleton. Note that the singleton is b (else G would 
not be strong); call the other component Q; observe that Q is a component 
of G. Now let c, d be any twins in Q. 
To complete the.proof, assume that one of c, d is isolated in G (otherwise 
we can set x = c and y = d). Then both c and d are isolated in G. If G has 
no edges at all then any two vertices x, y distinct from c and d will do; else 
G has a big component Q and any twins X, y in Q will do. 1 
Strong mirror graphs are defined as follows: start with the detinition of 
a mirror graph, insist that the P,-free graph G, be strong, and specify 
exactly which couples of the partition induce edges of the graph (that is, for 
which couples {r,, s,} the vertices rj and sj are adjacent). This specification 
is in the form of a certain 0 - 1 function f; this function is defined in terms 
of a decomposition of P,-free graphs that follows from repeatedly applying 
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Seinsche’s theorem. (Recall Seinsche’s theorem from Section 1: if a P,-free 
graph has at least two vertices, then either the graph or its complement is 
disconnected.) 
We now present a recursive definition of a graph DT(G) whose vertices 
correspond to subsets of vertices of another graph G. In order to avoid 
ambiguity, we will refer to the vertices of DT(G) as nodes. The decomposi- 
tion tree DT(G) of a P,-free graph G is the rooted tree such that: 
(1) if G has only one vertex u, then the root of DT(G) is the vertex 
u, and there are no other nodes in DT(G), and 
(2) if G has more than one vertex, then the root of DT(G) is the set 
of all vertices of G, and the nodes adjacent to the root are DT(G,), . . . . 
DT(G,), where G,, . . . . Gk are the induced subgraphs of G that correspond 
to the components of whichever of G or G is disconnected. 
A P,-free graph and its decomposition tree are shown in Fig. 8. Note 
that every vertex of G is a leaf of DT(G). Also, every leaf of DT(G) is a 
vertex of G, and every node of DT(G) that is not a leaf is a subset of at 
least two of the vertices of G. Note also that DT(G) is identical to K’(G). 
We need one more definition before we can define the 0 - 1 function f: 
Let G be a P,-free graph with at least two vertices. For every vertex u of 
a P,-free graph G with at least two vertices, define the parent P(G, u) to be 
the parent of u in DT(G) (i.e., the node of DT(G) adjacent to the leaf u). 
For example, with respect to the P,-free graph G shown in Fig. 8, the 
parent of 1 is the root of DT(G) (namely, the set of all vertices of G), the 
parent of 2, 3, and 4 is the node {2,3,4}, the parent of 5 and 8 is the node 
{5,6,7,8j, and the parent of 6 and 7 is the node {6,7}. 
6 7 
FIG. 8. A P,-free graph and its decomposition tree. 
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Now define the function f(G, v) so that 
and 
f(G, v)=O if GPcG,oj is disconnected, 
f(G v) = 1 if ho, ,., is connected. 
Note that v is a singleton in whichever of GPo, ,,) or G,,,, ,,) is disconnected. 
For the graph G shown in Fig. 8, f(G, u) = 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, for 
u = 1, 2, . ..) 8, respectively. 
Now that f(G, u) is defined, we can formally define strong mirror graphs. 
A partition [R, S] of the vertices of a graph G is called a strong mirror par- 
tition if conditions (1) and (2) of the definition of a mirror partition are 
satisfied, and if 
(3) G, is a strong P,-free graph, and 
(4) r, sees S, if and only if f(GR, rj)= 1, for all rjE R. 
A graph with a strong mirror partition is a strong mirror graph. A strong 
mirror graph is shown in Fig. 9. 
The classes of P,-free graphs and murky graphs are self-complementary. 
We now show that the same is true for the classes of mirror graphs and 
strong mirror graphs. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let [R, S] be a (strong) mirror partition of G. Then the 
partition [R, S], with vertices labelled as in the partition of G, is a (strong) 
mirror partition of C. 
FIG. 9. A strong mirror graph. 
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Proof: The conditions (l), (2), (3), (4) mentioned in the proof refer to 
the definitions of mirror partition and strong mirror partition. 
Let G be a graph with mirror partition [R, S]. Since the complement of 
a P,-free graph is P,-free, the partition [R, S] of G satisfies condition (1 ). 
Let r, and rp be any two vertices of R; r, sees rp in G if and only r,,, 
misses rp in G. From (2) it follows that in G 
r,,, misses rp if and only if s, misses sp if and only if 
r,, sees sp if and only if s, sees rp. 
Thus in G 
rm sees rp if and only if s, sees sp if and only if 
rm misses sp if and only if s, misses rr,, 
and (2) holds for the partition [R, S] of G. Thus [R, S] is a mirror parti- 
tion of G. 
Now assume that [R, S] is a strong mirror partition of G; we will prove 
that it is also a strong mirror partition of G. By the previous argument we 
need only prove that (3) and (4) hold for [R, S] with respect to G. But (3) 
holds trivially. To see that (4) holds, note that DT(H) =DT(R) for any 
P,-free graph H; thus HPcH, “) is the complement of EjpcR, “), and so (if H 
has at least two vertices) f(H, u) +f(& u) = 1. Now set H = G,, and use 
the fact that (4) holds for [R, S] with respect to G. 1 
The graph shown in Fig. 9 is a strong mirror graph, since the partition 
suggested by the drawing is a strong mirror partition. (Partition the ver- 
tices into the “upper set” and the “lower set”; the couples are the pairs of 
vertically aligned vertices. Note that the subgraphs induced by “upper set” 
and “lower set,” respectively, are isomorphic to the graph shown in Fig. 8.) 
On the other hand, the partition suggested by the drawing of the mirror 
graph in Fig. 2 is not a strong mirror partition (in fact this graph has no 
strong mirror partition). In Section 4 we will say more about which mirror 
graphs have strong mirror partitions. First, however, we wish to prove 
Theorem 1.5. With this goal in mind, we state two results concerning the 
function J: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a P,-free graph and let H be a homogeneous set in 
G. Then f(G, x) = f(GH, x), for all XE H. 
Proof: Consider an arbitrary vertex x in H. Lemma 3.2 allows us to 
assume that f(G, x) = 0. We may assume that f(GH, x) = 1, for otherwise 
we are done. Let A be the parent of x in DT(G); since f(G, x) = 0, vertex 
x is isolated in A. Let B be the parent of x in DT(G,); since f(GH, x)= 1, 
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vertex x sees all the remaining vertices in B. It follows that the intersection 
of A and B contains only x. Since both A and B have at least two vertices, 
there is some vertex a E A - B, and some vertex b E B - A. 
Note that A is homogeneous in G and that B (being homogeneous in 
GH) is also homogeneous in G. Since a misses x, it must miss all of B; in 
particular, a misses b. Since b sees x, it must see all of B; in particular, b 
sees a; contradiction. 1 
A special case of Lemma 3.3 asserts that f(G, x) =f(G, y) = 1 whenever 
x, y are adjacent twins and that f(G, x) =f( G, y) = 0 whenever x, y are 
non-adjacent twins. 
The following lemma is also concerned with f and with twins. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a P,-free graph with at least three vertices. If x, y are 
twinsin G thenf(G,z)=f(G-x,z)=f(G-y,z),forallzin G-{x,y}. 
ProoJ Argue by induction on the number of vertices of G. Lemma 3.2 
allows us to assume that G is disconnected: its vertices can be partitioned 
into non-empty disjoint set S,, S,, so that no edge has one vertex in each 
S,. If x and y belong to distinct S;s, then each vertex distinct from both 
x and y misses at least one of them, and therefore it misses both; in that 
case, we can redeline Sr, S, by setting S, = {x, y} and letting S2 consist of 
all the remaining vertices. 
Hence we may assume that x, y E S, _ To prove the lemma for all z in S,, 
distinct from both x and y, we may assume that IS,1 3 3 (else there is 
nothing to prove); the induction hypothesis guarantees that 
f(Gs,> z)=.f(G,,-x,z)=f(G,,-~,~) whenever z E S,, z # x, y; 
Lemma 3.3 guarantees that 
f(G,z)=f(Gs,,zh f(G-x,z)=f(GS,-x,z), 
f(G-y>z)=f(G,,-y,z). 
Now combining these two sets of equalities yields the desired conclusion. 
To prove the lemma for all z E S,, we may assume that 1 S,I > 2 (else 
f(G,x)=f(G-x,,-)=f(G-y,z)=OforthesingletonzinS,,andweare 
done). Clearly, S, is a homogeneous set of G, G-x, and G-y; now the 
Lemma 3.3 implies the desired conclusion. 1 
Having built up a repertoire of results concerning f, we are able to 
present some lemmas concerning strong mirror graphs. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a strong mirror graph with at least eight vertices 
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such that neither G, nor G, is 2K,. Then there are twins ri, ri in G, such 
that either 
(a) [R- ri, S-si] is a strong mirror partition of G- {ri, s,}, 
[R - ri, S- s.~] is a strong mirror partition of G - {rj, s,}, and 
f(GR - ri, r,) =f(GR - r,, ri) =f(G,, ri) =f(GR, rj)y or 
(b) [R-r,, S-s,] is a strong mirror partition of G- {ri,sj}, 
[R-r,, S- si] is a strong mirror partition of G - {rj, si 1, and 
f(GR-rj, rj)=f(G,-ri, ri)Zf(GR, ri)=f(GR, r,). 
In all cases, all sets { rk, sk > with k # i, J' are couples of these strong mirror 
partitions. Furthermore, if G, has an isolated vertex rr, then we can choose 
i, j both distinct from t. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 3.1, we find twins ri, ri in G, such that G, - ri and 
G, - rj are strong P,-free graphs, and such that, for any given isolated 
vertex of r,, both i, j are distinct from t. By Lemma 3.4, 
f(GR-ri,rk)=f(GR-ri,rk)=f(GR,rk) whenever k#i, j. 
Note that G, - r,, G, - r,, G, - sir G, - s, are all isomorphic and that 
f(G, - ri, ri) =f(G, - rir rib 
In addition, note that 
f(G,, ri)=f(GR, rj)= 1 if r, sees rj, 
f(G,, ri)=f(GR, r,)=O if ri misses ri 
(use Lemma 3.3 with G=G,, H= {ri, rj}). Hence (a) holds if 
f(G,-ri, ri)=f(GR, ri), and (b) holds in the other case. 1 
One difficulty that must be overcome in proving theorems that concern 




strong mirror partition. For example, the strong mirror graphs shown in 
Figs. 10, 11, and 12 are isomorphic and yet have different strong mirror 
partitions. The following two lemmas show how this non-uniqueness can 
be exploited. In particular, the first of these lemmas shows that under cer- 
tain hypotheses it is possible to “repartition” a strong mirror graph, i.e., 
find some other strong mirror partition of the graph. The second lemma 
shows that any given strong mirror graph has a strong mirror partition 
that “isolates” any given vertex of the graph. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let G be a strong mirror graph with a strong mirror parti- 
tion [R, S], and suppose that whichever of G, or G, is disconnected has 
some big component. Let R, be the set of vertices of such a component and 
let S, be the set of mates of vertices in R,. Define R’ = R, + S- S,, and 
S’ = S, + R - R,. Then the partition CR’, S’] in which the couples are the 
same as the couples of CR, S] is a strong mirror partition of G. 
FIGURE 12 
58?b/49’?-6 
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Proof: Label the vertices of R’ and S’ so that couples of [R’, S’] are 
couples of [R, S], i.e., let ri = ri for all ri in R, and let r; = sj for all sj in 
S - S, ; let sl= si for all si in S, and let s; = rj for all sj in R - R, . To prove 
the lemma it suffices to confirm that the following four properties hold. 
(1) G,r and G,, are P,-free, 
(2) r,! sees r,’ if and only if sl sees 8,; if and only if ri misses si if and 
only if sl misses r;, for all i # j, 
(3) G.T and G,. are strong P,-free graphs, 
(4) r; sees s; if and only if f(GR,, rJ) = 1 for all ri in R’. 
Both G,, and Gsps, are P,-free, and there are either no edges or all 
edges between G,, and G,- s, ; thus G,, is PA-free. By symmetry, so is G,,, 
and (1) holds. 
To see that (3) holds, consider first the case in which G, is disconnected; 
note that G,. is disconnected. Since R, induces a big component in G,, G,. 
has at least three components (at least two are induced by RI, and at least 
one is induced by S- S,), and so G,, is a strong P,-free graph. Similarly, 
in the case where G, is disconnected, G,, is disconnected and has at least 
three components, and (3) holds. 
Note that (2) is equivalent to the following: 
for every two distinct couples X= {a, 6) and Y= {c, d}, 
each vertex of X sees exactly one vertex of Y, and vice 
versa. 
Since this property holds with respect to the partition [R, S], and since the 
couples of [R, S] are the same as the couples of [R’, S’], it follows that 
this property holds with respect to the partition [R’, S’]. Thus (2) holds. 
Finally, to show that (4) holds, let rj be any vertex in R’. Consider first 
the case r; E R,. Note that R, is a homogeneous set of both G, and G,,; 
by Lemma 3.3, f(GR,, r,!)=f(GX,, r,!) and f(GR, rj)=f(GR,, rj). Since 
rj=r, and G&=GR,, it follows that f(GR,, rj) =S(G,, rj). This, together 
with the fact that (by the repartitioning) rj sees s; if and only if rj sees s,, 
and the fact that (since [R, S] is a strong mirror partition) rj sees sj if and 
only if f(GR, rj) = 1, imply that r,! sees s/I if and only if f(GR8, rj) = 1. Thus 
(4) holds in this case. 
In the order case, r,! E S- S,. Since G, is a strong P,-free graph, 
IS- S, 1 Z 2, and S- S, is a homogeneous set of both G,, and G,. Now a 
similar argument to that of the previous case implies that (4) holds in this 
case as well. 1 
Figure 10 shows a strong mirror graph; the partition suggested by the 
drawing (i.e., “upper part” and “lower part”) is a strong mirror partition. 
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The graph in Fig. 11 can be obtained by repartitioning the graph in Fig. 10 
as follows: let R, be the leftmost component of the “upper part” of the 
graph in Fig. 10, and repartition as described in Lemma 3.6. Similarly, the 
graph in Fig. 12 can be obtained by repartitioning the graph in Fig. 11. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be a graph with a strong mirror partition [R, S], and 
let v be any vertex of G. Then there is a strong mirror partition [R’, S’] of 
G such that the couples of [R’, S’] are the couples of [R, S] and such that 
v is a singleton in whichever of G,, or G,, is disconnected. 
Proof: Assume that G, is disconnected (the following argument holds 
if G, is replaced with G,). Let R, be the component of G, that contains 
v. The proof is by induction on I R, I. 
If lR,l = 1, then [R, S] is the desired partition. Suppose then that 
lRll 2 2. Let R’ and S’ be as defined in Lemma 3.6. Consider the strong 
mirror partition [R’, S’] of G. Note that G,, is disconnected and has at 
least three components. Let R; be the set of vertices of R’ induced by the 
component of G,, that contains v. Since R; is a proper subset of R,, 
IR;I < IR,I. The lemma now follows by inductive hypothesis and 
Lemma 3.6. 1 
Lemma 3.7 is illustrated by the graphs shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. Let 
v be the upper leftmost vertex in the graph in Fig. 10. Figures 11 and 12 
show the sequence of two repartitions that isolate v. (The vertex u appears 
as the upper leftmost vertex in all three drawings.) 
The following two lemmas describe restrictions on how vertices in graphs 
in M can “attach” to strong mirror subgraphs. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be a graph in M, let G be a strong mirror subgraph 
of H, and let v be a vertex of H - G that is partial on G. If v is universal 
or null on some couple (rr, s,> of a strong mirror partition of G, then v is a 
twin of one of rI, s, with respect to G - (rr, s,}. 
Proof Argue by induction on the number of vertices in G. By 
Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.7, we may assume that r, is isolated in G,. 
If G has precisely six vertices then rIsir,s,ris, is a C,. There are two 
cases. 
Case 1. Vertex v is null on {r,, s,}. Since v sees at least one vertex of 
G, by swapping R and S if necessary, and also i and j, we may assume that 
v sees s,. Now u must see s, (if not, either vs,r,s,r, is a C, or vsirrsjris, is 
a P6). This implies that v misses rj (if v sees r,, then either vsjr,.s,rj is a C, 
or {v, rr, st, ri, si, rj, s,} induces L,); by symmetry, v also misses ri. Now 
observe that u is a twin with respect to r, of G- {r,, s,}. 
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Case 2. Vertex u is universal on {r,, s,}. Since v misses at least one 
vertex of G, by swapping R and S if necessary, and also i and j, we may 
assume that v misses si. Now u sees rj (to avoid a C5 on ur,sirjsr), misses 
sj (else v and the P, sjrrsirjs, contradict (*) of Lemma 2.6), and finally sees 
ri (to avoid a C, on vr,sjris,). Now v is a twin with respect to s, of 
G - (rt, s,}. 
If G has at least eight vertices then (since r, is isolated in GR) neither G, 
nor G, is 2K,, and so we can apply Lemma 3.5. Let ri, rj be as in the con- 
clusion of this lemma; set Gi = G - (ri, si}, G,= G - { rj, sj} in case (a) and 
G,=G-{ri,sj}, Gj=G-(rj,si} in case (b). By the induction hypothesis, 
there is a vertex wi in {r,, s,} such that v is a twin of wi with respect to 
Gi- {rt, s,] and there is a vertex wj in {rl, s,} such that v is a twin of wj 
with respect to G, - { r,, s,}. We need only prove that wi= wj. 
Assume the contrary: wi# wI. Now wj and wI are anti-twins in G. 
However, v is a twin of both with respect to the non-empty graph 
G - (ri, si, rj, sj, rt, So}, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 3.9. Let H be a graph in M, let G be a strong mirror subgraph 
of H, and let v be a vertex of H - G that is partial on G. Then either 
(i) there is a strong mirror partition CR, S] of G such that v is univer- 
sal on R and null on S, or 
(ii) in every strong mirror partition [R, S] of G there is a couple 
{r,, s,} such that v is a twin of one of rt, s, with respect to G- {rr, s,}. 
ProoJ We may assume that (ii) does not hold; now Lemma 3.8 
guarantees the existence of a strong mirror partition [R, S] of G such that 
v is partial on every couple { rr, s,}. 
First we claim that 
(1) if G, has at least three components then u is partial on at most 
two of them. 
To justify this claim, assume the contrary: G, has components R,, R2, R, 
(and possibly others) such that v is partial on R, and R,. Let Sr, Sz, S3 
be the corresponding components of Gs. Now there are adjacent vertices 
a and z in R,, such that v sees z and misses a; let b denote the mate of z. 
Now a E R,, b E S,, and a, b, v are pairwise non-adjacent. By symmetry, 
there are vertices c and d such that c E R,, dE Sz and such that c, d, u are 
pairwise non-adjacent. 
Finally, let {x, y} be a couple with x E R,, y E S,. Swapping R and S if 
necessary, we may assume that u sees X. Now we wish to find a vertex z 
in S3 that misses x. If R, = {x} then f(GR, x) = 0, and so we may set z = y; 
else let z be the mate of any neighbour of x in R,. Now observe that 
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azcbxd is a C,. Since v sees x and misses a, 6, c, d, either vxdaz is a C5 or 
vxdazc is a P,, a contradiction. 
Next we claim that 
(2) G, has no components R, , R,, R, such that v is partial on R, , 
universal on R,, and null on RX. 
To justify this claim, assume the contrary. As in the proof of (l), we find 
a vertex a in R, and b in S, such that a, b, v are pairwise non-adjacent. 
Now let c be any vertex in R,. There is a vertex d in S, that misses c: if 
R, = {c} then S(GR, c) = 0, and we may let d be the mate of c, else we may 
let d be the mate of any neighbour of c in R,. Finally, let e be any vertex 
in R,. Note that v is null on S,; it follows that vcbeda is a P,, a contradic- 
tion. 
Finally, replacing H by R if necessary, we may assume that G, is discon- 
nected. Let us distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1. Vertex v is partial on no component of G,. In this case, let R, 
be the set of neighbours of u in R, and let S, be the set of non-neighbours 
of v in S. Note that IR, 1 > 2 (else R, = {Ye} and v is a twin of Y, with 
respect to G- (rI, s, 1). Note that R, and R-R, are homogeneous in G,; 
by Lemma 3.3, [R, + S- Sr, S, + R- R,] is a strong mirror partition of 
G. Since v is universal on R, + S - S, and null on S1 + R - R, , property (i) 
holds. 
Case 2. Vertex u is partial on some component of G,. By ( 1 ), v is par- 
tial on precisely one component R, of G,. We shall argue by induction on 
IRII. By (2), u is universal or null on R-R,. Note that IR-R,I 32 
(because G, is strong); hence R, and R-R, are homogeneous in G,. Set 
R’ = R, + S- S,, S’= S, + R - R,. By Lemma 3.3, [R’, S’] is a strong 
mirror partition of G. Note that R’ induces a disconnected subgraph of G, 
and so does R,. By (2), v is partial on at most one component of G,,. If 
u is partial on precisely one such component then we are done by the 
induction hypothesis applied to the mirror partition [R’, S’] of G; if v 
is partial on no such component then we are done because the mirror 
partition [R’, S’] of G satisfies the hypothesis of Case 1. 1 
The following two lemmas are both statements of the following form: 
suppose that G is a strong mirror subgraph of a graph H in M, and sup- 
pose that v is some vertex that attaches to G in a certain way; then there 
is another vertex (or there are other vertices) in G that attach to H + v in 
another certain way. These lemmas are the last two before the proof of 
Theorem 1.5. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let G be a strong mirror subgraph of a graph H in M, let 
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FIGURE 13 
[R, S] be a strong mirror partition of G, let G, be disconnected, and let v 
be a vertex in H - G that is universal on R and null on S. Then there is a 
vertex w in H - G that misses v, is universal on S, and null on R. 
ProoJ We shall argue by induction on the number of vertices in G. If 
G has precisely six vertices then it is a C, and the desired conclusion 
follows by (2) of Lemma 2.8. 
Another case that will be treated separately is that of G = 2K,. Assume 
that G is labelled as in Fig. 13. Applying Lemma 2.5 to s4rzvr3sI, we find 
a vertex w  that sees s4, s1 and misses r2, r-,, v. Now w  must see s2 and sj 
(to avoid a C, on wsIs2r2s4 and ws4s3r3sI, respectively), and w  must miss 










FIG. 14. Top figure is 14.1 and bottom is 14.2. 
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Now we may assume that G has at least eight vertices and that G # 2K,. 
Let ri, r, be as in Lemma 3.5, and let si, sj be their respective mates with 
respect to the partition [R, S]. Observe that G, has a component R, that 
includes neither ri nor rj. Let S, be the corresponding component of G,. 
Let r1 be any vertex in R,,. If R,= {rt} then let s, be the mate of r,, else 
let s, be the mate of any neighbour of r, in G,. Note that s, is in S, and 
misses r,. If ri, rj are adjacent then the subgraph of G induced by 
(ri, r,, Ye, si, s,, s,) is as in Fig. 14.1; in the other case this subgraph is as 
in Fig. 14.2. 
If conclusion (a) of Lemma 3.5 holds then, by the induction hypothesis, 
we find vertices MJ~ and w.i non-adjacent to u such that wi is universal on 
S - si and null on R - rir and wj is universal on S - sj and null on R - ri. 
In case ri, r, are non-adjacent, case (1A) of Lemma 2.7 guarantees that one 
of W,, u; is universal on (si, sj, s,} (and therefore on S), and null on 
{ri, r,, r,) (and therefore on R). In case ri, ri are adjacent, case (2A) of 
Lemma 2.7 guarantees that wi is universal on {s;, s,, s, 1 and null on 
(vi, r , ,  r,>. 
If conclusion (b) of Lemma 3.5 holds, then by the induction hypothesis, 
we find a vertex w  non-adjacent to u such that w  is universal on S - si and 
null on R-r,. But now, by Lemma 2.7 (apply cases (1B) and (2B) if ri, r, 
are respectively non-adjacent and adjacent), w  is universal on {si, s,, s,} 
and null on (ri, ri, r,]. 1 
LEMMA 3.11. Let G be a strong mirror subgraph of a graph H in M, let 
[R, S] be a strong mirror partition of G, let rr be isolated in G,, and let v 
be a vertex in H - G that is universal on R-r, and null on S-s,. 
(1) If v sees both r, and s, then some vertex w misses v, sees both r, 
and s,, is universal on S - s,, and null on R - r,. 
(2) If v sees r, and misses s, then some vertex w misses v, is universal 
on S, and null on R. 
(3) If v misses both r, and s, then there are vertices w, x, y such that 
the subgraph induced by ( rr, sI, v, w, x, y} is as shown in Fig. 15A, and such 
that both x and y are universal on S-s, and null on R - rr, and w is univer- 
sal on R-r, andnull on S-s,. 
(4) If v misses r, and sees s, then there are vertices w, x, y such that 
the subgraph induced by { rt, sI, v, w, x, y} is as shown in one of Figs. 15B, 
15C, 15D and such that both x and y are universal on S-s, and null on 
R - rr, and w is universal on R - rr and null on S-s,. 
Proof. In all four cases, we shall argue by induction on the number of 
vertices in G. If G has precisely six vertices then, in each of the four cases, 
the desired conclusion follows from the corresponding case of Lemma 2.8 
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(see Fig. 7). Now assume that G has at least eight vertices. Note that (since 
rr is isolated in GR) neither G, nor G, is 2K,. Let ri, rj be as in 
Lemma 3.5. 
If case (a) of Lemma 3.5 applies, 
set G’ = G - (ri, s,}, R’ = R - ri, S’ = S- si; 
set G”=G-(rj,s,>, R”=R-r,, S”=S--s,. 
If case (b) applies, 
set G’=G-{ri,si), R’=R-ri, S’=S-sj; 
set G”=G- {rj, s,}, R”= R-rj, S”=S-s;. 
Proof of (1). By the induction hypothesis, there is a vertex w that misses 
v, sees both rr and s,, and is universal on S’ -s, and null on R’ - rt. Since 
w is universal on (rt , s, >, Lemma 3.8 guarantees that w is either universal 
on S-s, and null on R - r, or null on S - s, and universal on R - r,. To 
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exclude the latter alternative, we only need recall that w  is universal on 
S’-s,. 
Proof of (2). By the induction hypothesis, there is a vertex w’ that misses 
v, is universal on S’, and null on R’; there is also a vertex IV” that misses 
v, is universal on S”, and null on R”. By Lemma 2.7, one of u”, w” has the 
properties required of w. 
Proof of (3). By the induction hypothesis, there are vertices w, X, y such 
that the subgraph induced by { rr, s,, v, MI, x, y } is as in Fig. 15A, and such 
that x and y are both universal on S’-s, and null on R’- r,, and IV is 
universal on R’- r, and null on S’-s,. Since w  is universal on {rr, sI}, 
Lemma 3.8 guarantees that w  is either universal on R-r, and null on 
S - s, or universal on S - s, and null on R - r,. To exclude the latter alter- 
native, we only need recall that w  is universal on R’ - r,. The same argu- 
ment shows that y is universal on S - s, and null on R - r,. Finally, since 
v and s, are twins with respect to G, and since x is universal on {r,, v), the 
same argument used once again shows that x is universal on S - s, and null 
on R-r,. 
Proof of (4). By the induction hypothesis, there are vertices w, x, y such 
that the subgraph of G induced by { rt, So, v, IV, x, y} (call this subgraph F) 
is as in one of Figs. 15B, 1X 15D, and such that s and y are both univer- 
sal on S’ -s, and null on R’ - r,, and w  is universal on R’ - r, and null on 
S’ - s,. There are three cases to consider. 
Case B. The subgraph F is as in Fig. 15B. Since s, and v are twins with 
respect to G, and since w  is universal on {r,, u}, by Lemma 3.8 it follows 
that w  is either universal on R - r, and null on S-s, or null on R - r, and 
universal on S-s,; to exclude the latter alternative, note that w  is univer- 
sal on R’ - r,. Since x and Y are respectively null and universal on (r,, u >, 
the same argument shows that both x and y are universal on S-s, and 
null on R-r,. 
Case C. The subgraph F is as in Fig. 15C. Since x, y, w  are each either 
universal or null on {r,, So), Lemma 3.8 together with x and y being 
universal on S’-s, and w  being universal on R’- r, implies that x and y 
are both universal on S - s, and null on R - r,, and w  is universal on R - y, 
and null on S - s,. 
Case D. The subgraph F is as in Fig. 15D. Since x, w  are both univer- 
sal on {rr, s,}, Lemma 3.8 together with x being universal on S’-s, and 
w  being universal on R’- rr implies that .X is universal on S-s, and null 
on R-r,, and w  is universal on R - rt and null on S-s,. Finally, note 
that u and s, are twins with respect to G, and that y is universal on (r,, u). 
Now Lemma 3.8 together with y being universal on S’ -s, implies that y 
is universal on S - s, and null on R - r,. 1 
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We now prove a main result of this paper, namely, that the only 
unbreakable murky graphs are L,, L,, and strong mirror graphs. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let H be an unbreakable murky graph. If H con- 
tains L8 as an induced subgraph, then by Lemma 2.1, H is either L, or L,. 
Thus we may assume that H does not contain L,, and so H is in M. 
Since H is unbreakable, H contains a chordless cycle with at least five ver- 
tices, or the complement of such a cycle (See [HI.) Since H is murky, H 
does not contain C,, Ck, or c,, for k k 7. Thus H contains either C, or 
c, as an induced subgraph; note that both C, and pi6 are strong mirror 
graphs. 
Now let G be any strong mirror subgraph of H with the greatest number 
of vertices. If G = H then we are done, so assume that G is a proper sub- 
graph of H; we will show that this leads to a contradiction. 
Since H is unbreakable, there is some vertex u in H- G that is partial 
on G. By Lemma 3.2, by taking the complement if necessary, we may 
assume that G, is disconnected (note that u is partial on G if and only if 
v is partial on G in R). By Lemma 3.9, there are two possible cases. 
Case (i) 
There is a strong mirror partition [R, S] of G such that u is universal 
on R and null on S. 
In this case, by Lemma 3.10, there is a vertex w  that misses u, is null on 
R, and universal on S. Let R’ = R + MI and S’ = S + v. Now we claim that 
the partition [R’, S’], whose couples are {w, v} and all couples of [R, S], 
is a strong mirror partition. To justify this claim, we need only show that 
R’ and S’ are strong P,-free graphs, that f(GRc, w) = f (G,., v), and that 
for every couple {r,, sj} of [R, S], f(GR., I~) = f(GR, rj) and f(G,,, sj) = 
f(G,, sj). 
Since G, is a disconnected strong PA-free graph, it has at least two com- 
ponents. G,. is formed by adding the isolated vertex w  to G,; thus G,, is 
P,-free, and has at least three components; thus G,, is strong. Since w  is 
an isolated vertex in G,,, f(G,,, w) = 0. Similarly, G,! is a strong P,-free 
graph, and f(G,,, II) = 0. 
Finally, let rj be any vertex of R, and let X be the vertex set of the com- 
ponent of G, containing rj. Note that X is also the vertex of the compo- 
nent of G,, containing rj. If 1x1 3 2, then X is a homogeneous set of both 
G, and G,., and f(GR, rj) = f(G,, ri) = f(G,,, rj), by Lemma 3.3. On the 
other hand, if 1x1 = 1, then rj is a singleton in both G, and G,,, and 
f(GR,r,)=O=f(GRsrrj). Similarly, f(G,, s,)=f(G,,, sj) for all sj in S. 
Thus the claim holds in this case, and [R’, S’] is a strong mirror partition, 
contradicting the assumption that G was a largest strong mirror subgraph 
of H. 
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Case (ii) 
In every strong mirror partition [R, S] of G there is a couple {Ye, s,} 
such that v is a twin of one of r,, s, with respect to G - {rt, , sr}. 
By Lemma 3.7, there is a strong mirror partition of G such that rl is a 
singleton in whichever of G, or G, is disconnected. By Lemma 3.2, G is 
also a strong mirror graph, with the same partition; v is partial on G in H 
if and only if v is partial on G in R. Thus, by taking the complement of H 
if necessary, we may assume that r, is isolated in G,. Now v is a twin of 
either r, or s, with respect to G - (rr, s,}; by swapping R and S if necessary, 
we may assume that v is a twin of s,. Thus v is universal on R - rt and null 
on S-s,. Now Lemma 3.11 applies, and there are four subcases to 
consider. (See Fig. 7.) 
Subcase (1). Vertex v sees both rr and s,, and some vertex w  misses v, 
sees both r, and sr, and is universal on S-s, and null on R-r,. 
Let R’ = R + w  and S’ = S + v. It is a routine exercise to show that the 
partition [R’, S’], whose couples are (w, s,}, {rt, o}, and all couples of 
[R-r,, S-s,], is a strong mirror partition. 
Subcase (2). Vertex u sees r, and misses s,, and some vertex w  misses 
v, is universal on S, and null on R. 
Let R’ = R + w  and S’ = S + u. It is a routine exercise to show that the 
partition [R’, S’], whose couples are {w, v ). and all couples of [R, S], is 
a strong mirror partition. 
Subcase (3). Vertex v misses both r, and s,, and there are vertices w, x, 
y such that the subgraph induced by {rI, s,, v, w, x, y ) is as shown in 
Fig. 15A, and such that x and y are both universal on S-s, and null on 
R - rr, and w  is universal on R - rl and null on S-s,. 
Let R’= R + (x, y) and let S’= S+ (u, wj. It is routine to show that the 
partition [R’, S’], whose couples are {r,, MI}, (x, s,}, and {y, v} and all 
couples of [R - r,, S - s,], is a strong mirror partition. 
Subcase (4A). Vertex v misses r, and sees sI, and there are vertices W, 
x, y such that the subgraph induced by {r,, s,, v, w, x, y> is as shown in 
Fig. 15B, 15C, or 15D, and such that x and y are both universal on S-s, 
and null on R - r,, and w  is universal on R - T, and null on S - s,. 
Let R’=R+(x,y} andlet S’=S+{v,w}. 
If the subgraph induced by { r,, s,, v, MI, x, y  > is as shown in Fig. 15B, 
then the partition [R’, S’] with couples {r,, s, }, {x, w}, {y, v>, and all 
couples of [R - r,, S-s,] is a strong mirror partition; 
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if the subgraph induced by {r,, s,, u, W, x, y} is as shown in Fig. 1X, 
then the partition [R’, S’] with couples {rl, u>, {y, w}, {x, s!}, and all 
couples of [R - r,, S-S,] is a strong mirror partition; 
if the subgraph induced by {rI, st, u, w, x, y} is as shown in Fig. 15D, 
then the partition [R’, S’] with couples {rt, w}, {v, o}, {x, s,}, and all 
couples of [R-r,, S-s,] is a strong mirror partition., 
Thus, in all four subcases there exists in H a strong mirror subgraph 
with more vertices than G; this contradiction completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.5. 1 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF UNBREAKABLE MURKY GRAPHS 
In the previous section we showed that if a murky graph is unbreakable, 
then it must be L,, L, or a strong mirror graph. In this section, we will 
prove the converse, namely, that L,, L, and strong mirror graphs are 
murky and unbreakable. These two results combine to give the following 
characterization of unbreakable murky graphs. 
THEOREM 4.1. A graph is murky and unbreakable if and only if it is 
either L,, L,, or a strong mirror graph. 
The necessary half (i.e., the “only if’ part) of the theorem is Theorem 1.5. 
Thus to prove Theorem 4.1, we need only prove the sufficiency half of the 
theorem. This half of the theorem is proved as the following four proposi- 
tions. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The graphs L, and L, are murklj. 
PROPOSITION 4.3, Mirror graphs are murky. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The graphs L, and L, are unbreakable. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Strong mirror graphs are unbreakable. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Since removing a vertex from L, 
corresponds to removing an edge from K,. 3, it follows that every eight- 
vertex induced subgraph of L, is L,. Also, removing a vertex of degree four 
from L8 leaves L,; removing a vertex of degree three leaves E,. Thus every 
seven-vertex subgraph of L,, and L,, is L, or L7. It is a routine matter to 
verify that L, is murky; since the complement of a murky graph is murky, 
E, is murky. Thus both L, and L, are murky. 1 
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Proof of Proposition 4.3. Recall Proposition 1.4: every induced sub- 
graph of a mirror graph has twins or anti-twins. Since neither C5, P,, nor 
P, have either twins or anti-twins, mirror graphs cannot have C,, P,, or 
F, as induced subgraphs; thus mirror graphs are murky. 1 
The neighbourhood N(v) of a vertex u in a graph G is the set of all 
vertices of G - u that see u; the non-neighbourhood M(u) is the set of all 
vertices of G-u that miss u. A pure star cutset of a graph G is a set 
S = u u N(v), for some vertex u in G, such that G - S is disconnected. The 
difference between a pure star cutset and a star cutset is that a pure star 
cutset consists of a vertex together with all of its neighbours, whereas a star 
cutset consists of a vertex together with any subset of its neighbours. We 
will call a graph G with at least three vertices breakable if either G or G has 
a star cutset. The following claim helps to shorten the proof of the final two 
propositions. 
CLAIM 4.6 (Chvatal, private communication). Let G be a breakable 
graph with at least five vertices. Then either G or G has a pure star cutset. 
Proof of Claim. Let G be a breakable graph with no pure star cutset. 
Chvatal observed [C] that this implies the existence of vertices u, w  in G, 
such that u sees MJ, and u dominates w. Now, if u and w  have any common 
neighbour x in G, then, in G, MJ u N(w) is a pure star cutset of G. (In G, 
removing us and all its neighbours leaves a graph in which u is a singleton, 
and x is in some other component.) Thus we may assume that the only 
neighbour of M’ in G is o. Let H = G - {u, ~‘1. Now there are two cases to 
consider. 
Case 1. Some vertex z (other than w) sees u and misses some h E H. In 
this case, we are done: in G, z u N(z) is a pure star cutset. 
Case 2. Every vertex z (other than z) that sees u sees all vertices in H. 
Let S be the set of vertices of H that see u, and let T be all other vertices 
of H. Note that the hypothesis of Case 2 implies that S is a clique, and that 
every vertex in S sees every vertex in T. Now, if there are any two non- 
adjacent vertices a, b in T, then in G, au N(a) (which includes all of S) is 
a pure star cutset. Otherwise, T is a clique, and therefore the vertices of H 
form a clique. But now, there is a vertex h E H such that in G, h u N(h) is 
a pure star cutset: if T is non-empty, pick h any vertex in T, else, pick h 
any vertex in S (in each case, in G, N(h) is a subset of {u, ~1, and the ver- 
tices in M(h) form a stable set; since G has at least five vertices, the stable 
set has at least two.) This completes the proof of Claim 4.6. 1 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. To prove that L, is unbreakable, by the 
preceding claim and the fact that L, is self-complementary, we need only 
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prove that L, has no pure star cutset. In other words, we need only prove 
that, for each vertex u E L,, M(o) is connected. But this is the case, since 
the non-neighbourhood of every vertex of L, induces either P, or C,. 
To prove that L, is unbreakable, argue as above, and note that the 
non-neighbourhood of every vertex of L, induces C,, and is hence 
connected. 1 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. To prove that a strong mirror graph is 
unbreakable, by Claim 4.6 and the fact that G is a strong mirror graph (see 
Lemma 3.2) we need only show that no vertex in G has a pure star cutset. 
By Lemma 3.7, there is a strong mirror partition [R, S] such that (u is in 
R and) u is a singleton in whichever of G, or G, is disconnected. Let w  be 
the mate of u. 
Case 1. G, is disconnected. In this case f(GR, u) = 0, and u misses w. 
Thus M(u) = R - v + w; since w  sees all of R - v, M(v) is connected. 
Case 2. C, is disconnected. In this case f(GR, v) = 1, and u sees W. 
Thus M(v) = R - v. But since G is strong, the fact that u is a singleton in 
C, implies that G, has at least three components, and so G, ~ u is discon- 
nected, and therefore G,_ v is connected. This concludes the proof of 
Proposition 4.5, and also the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
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